Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

ACH1000 ADVANCED CONTROL HEAD TRANSEIVER
Blue Sky Network’s Advanced Control Head (ACH1000) aviation transceiver is the perfect tool for pilots, operators, and fleet managers around the globe. Working in conjunction with our D1000-series Iridium transceivers, it is the ideal upgrade to add voice and messaging capability to and from the cockpit. The ACH1000 control head integrates with the on-board intercom system, allowing the pilot or co-pilot to easily dial or receive calls directly through the headset. Users can pre-program up to 10 speed-dial numbers, delay, route diversion and weather requests. The crew can also easily receive and read email messages from the Iridium transceiver display. Moreover, with the simple push of a Quick Position (QPOS) button located on the ACH1000 display, a message is quickly sent to the SkyRouter portal, key email addresses, and mobile phones.

P/N 11-15233............$2,893.00

HAWKEYE PT PORTABLE TRACKER
The HawkEye Portable Tracker (HEPT) is a GPS personal tracking device that makes ensuring the safety and keeping track of workers in remote locations easy. HawkEye Portable Trackers are rugged, handheld Iridium-based personal satellite tracking devices, tapping the complete network of Iridium low-earth-orbit satellites. No matter where personnel may be—walking oil lines in Alaska, doing geologic surveys in the desert, etc.—you can locate them and ensure their safety. It’s an essential tool for every lone worker in your enterprise. The HawkEye PT transmits all data to SkyRouter, Blue Sky Network’s interactive web portal that enables immediate access to tracking data on—and communication with—every person and asset around the globe.

P/N 11-15238............$1,275.00

HAWKEYE PT PLUS PORTABLE TRACKER
Blue Sky Network’s HawkEye Portable Tracker Plus (HEPT+) provides dual-mode connectivity and harnesses the power of the Iridium Satellite network and GSM tracking to ensure the safety and constant communication of fleets dispersed in remote locations while providing cost-effective data service. When used in combination with the New SkyRouter, the HawkEye PT Plus offers portable tracking and fleet management of any aviation, land and marine asset—in real-time from anywhere in the world with pole-to-pole coverage. The HawkEye PT Plus (HEPT+) utilizes GPS tracking to locate the exact position of fleets and two-way SMS and free form messaging to allow users to remain in constant contact with command centers. Device control is now made easy with the integration of a new touchscreen interface.

P/N 11-15237............$1,650.00

HAWKEYE 7200 GPS TRACKING DEVICE
The portable HawkEye 7200 (HE7200) is packed with advanced features that make it the perfect Iridium SATCOM solution for on-the-go global asset tracking and communication even from your iPhone or iPad with built-in Bluetooth. Fly with it, take it with you in your vehicle, or jump on board your ship; the HE7200 is the perfect portable companion for pinpoint tracking, reliable communication and maximum personal security. A true multinational GNSS receiver plus Iridium give the HawkEye 7200 (HE7200) a definitive edge in TTFF (time to first fix) and global positioning accuracy. A built-in GNSS chip tracks GPS / GLONASS / GNSs satellites and multiple SBAS systems simultaneously to generate the fastest, most accurate position reports in the industry.

P/N 11-15234............$1,445.00

HAWKEYE 7200A SATCOM TRACKER
Blue Sky Network’s HawkEye 7200A and SkyRouter, the industry leading cloud-based web portal, meets or exceeds the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Global Aeronautical Distress Safety System (GADSS) required performance criteria for Transport Aircraft. Blue Sky Network can provide Operators with a “best-of-breed” complete ICAO GADSS solution to meet the expected requirements. This flexible platform will allow remote seamless upgrades to onboard hardware as the evolution of performance based criteria changes. The uniquely small form factor was designed to allow the unit to replace the required #2 ELT (a pending ICAO proposal), while still taking advantage of the capabilities of the cockpit.

P/N 11-15234............$5,795.00

HAWKEYE 100A DIALER AND BT INTERFACE FOR HE 7200A
The HawkEye 100A is a companion dialer and Bluetooth Interface for the HE7200A SATCOM Device. The HawkEye 100A adds voice capability, and connection to Blue Sky Network Bluetooth-enabled iOS Apps for messaging and forms.

P/N 11-15235............$2,725.00

D1000A IRIDIUM SATCOM TRACKING KIT
Blue Sky Network’s D1000A Iridium satcom tracking kit provides efficient, safe, secure, and global coverage for aviation assets. The FAA and Iridium certified D1000A enables optimized fleet utilization through extensive reporting capabilities and backend analysis tools. When paired with the ACH1000, the D1000A offers the ability to make voice calls and have two-way messaging. Fleet managers can login to SkyRouter, cloud-based tracking web portal, to maintain, view and communicate with multiple assets simultaneously on a single map from a centralized command center. SkyRouter also enables over-the-air device parameter configuration, such as the reporting interval, allows for two-way messaging and e-mail, and can eliminate routing mistakes by supporting flight information. Reports such as GPS position, take-off/landing, altitude, and on/off gate make it easy for fleet managers to effectively control their aircraft. The crew can push a Quick Position (QPOS) button on the control head, which immediately sends an alert to SkyRouter notifying fleet managers that an emergency has occurred.

P/N 11-15230............$6,564.00

D1000C IRIDIUM SATCOM TRACKING KIT
Blue Sky Network’s D1000C Iridium satcom tracking kit provides efficient, safe, secure, and global coverage for aviation assets. The FAA and Iridium certified D1000C enables optimized fleet utilization through extensive reporting capabilities and backend analysis tools. When paired with the ACH1000, the D1000C offers the ability to make voice calls and have two-way messaging. Fleet managers can login to SkyRouter, cloud-based tracking web portal, to maintain, view and communicate with multiple assets simultaneously on a single map from a centralized command center. SkyRouter also enables over-the-air device parameter configuration, such as the Blue Sky reporting interval, allows for two-way messaging and e-mail, and can eliminate routing mistakes by supporting flight information. Reports such as GPS position, take-off/landing, altitude, and on/off gate make it easy for fleet managers to effectively control their aircraft. The D1000C is a robust Iridium transceiver unit with a built-in GPS sensor for position reporting and real-time tracking. The D1000C aircraft satellite communication system provides near-real time GPS tracking, telemetry data link and an optional voice connection using the ACH1000 control head.

P/N 11-15231............$5,405.00
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